
Adult Diaper Companies
Panic as New Bladder
Pill Slashes Pad Use

In just weeks, study participants were amazed to report

a jaw dropping decrease in diaper use. Pharmacies

may now consider carrying it in lieu of adult diapers.

By Dr. Stephen Klayman,

DC

US− As researchers, when
running new clinical trials,
we never know what to
expect.

Most of the time they are
complete failures, forcing
us back to the drawing
board. But in very rare
cases, results far exceed
our expectations and
these product work better
than we could have ever
imagined.

This is the case with the
most recent breakthrough
in Urology called Urivarx,

a new bladder control
pill which has performed
extraordinary in every test.

Fromdramaticreductions
in urgency and frequency…
dribbling and leaking…
nighttime bathroom trips…
and even diaper use…the
improvements men and
women are seeing with this
nonprescription pill have
been phenomenal.

So phenomenal, in

fact, it’s been rumored

that the new capsule may

soon replace diapers in

pharmacies across the

country.

Why so effective? We
asked its developers that
same question.

STRENGTHENS THE
BLADDER MUSCLES
& PREVENTS THEM
FROM RELEASING

Until now, many within
the medical community
− including myself −
believed it was impossible
to strengthen the muscles
that control the bladder
without drugs, surgery, or
exercises.

Remarkably, it has now
been proven this can be
achieved with a tiny a pill.
Albeit, a natural one.

The secret? A
revolutionary discovery
that helps the bladder
create a tighter seal...
while also preventing your
bladder from releasing
involuntarily.

Research shows that
as we age, the muscles
surrounding the bladder
can deteriorate. This is
triggered by hormonal
changes in the body which
results in muscle atrophy,

the medical term for
muscle shrinking.

When these muscles get
too small and weak, they
cannot seal the bladder
shut. That’s why you
may leak, dribble, and
experience uncontrollable
accidents.

Worse, because the
bladder fails to empty
completely, you feel like
you need to go all the
time! And as old urine just
sits there, it can seep into
your blood stream, causing
painful infections which
need multiple rounds of
antibiotics to get rid of.

“URIVARX TARGETS
A FAILING BLADDER
IN A WHOLE NEW

WAY”

In its most recent clinical
trial, scientists discovered
a trio of science based
compounds that actually
strengthen the tiny muscles
surrounding the bladder. So
effectively that they were
shown to decrease adult
diaper use by a staggering
400%.

Even more surprising,
these three compounds
also had a rejuvenating
effect on the bladder,
allowing it to work like it
was years younger.

The result? All the
worries you have about
your overactive bladder
can finally be put to rest!
And you can enjoy a
new level of comfort of
confidence that you once
had before. And it starts
happening in minutes.

IMPRESSIVE
CLINICAL RESULTS

The exciting clinical re-
sults published on the gov-
ernment clinical website
clinicaltrials.gov show that
UriVarx™ can strengthen
your bladder fast, signifi-
cantly reducing the urine
urgency and leaks.

In a new double-
blind, placebo-controlled
clinical study, 142 men
and women with bladder
control issues were
separated into two groups.
The first group was given
a placebo while the other
received UriVarx™.

The results were

incredible.

The participants who
received UriVarx™ saw
major improvements in
leaking, pressure, and
the urgency to go − all
without the usual side
effects seen in prescription
drugs! They also reported
fewer trips to the bathroom
both day and night.

Additionally, at the
end of clinical trial and
after seeing the results,
84% of the participants
taking UriVarx™ said it
significantly improved
their quality of life.

“The clinical findings
are incredible, but people
still wonder if it will
really work” explains lead
developer for Urivarx. “It’s
normal to be skeptical,
but we’ve seen thousands
of UriVarx™ users get
results exactly like the
participants in the study.
It’s an amazing product.”

EXCITING RESULTS
FROM URIVARX

USERS

Many UriVarx™ users
say their bladders have
never been stronger. For
the first time in years,
they are confident and in
complete control. Adult
pads and diapers are no
longer a big worry.

“It’s exciting to hear all
of the positive feedback”
explains a spokesperson
for the company.

“Its also helps to
gain perspective. These
people will share how
embarrassed they’ve
become over the situation.
How uncomfortable it
makes social outings and

the interruptions it causes
in daily life.

They can’t believe the
change Urivarx has made.
The fear is gone. They are
back to feeling in control”

HOW IT WORKS

UriVarx™ is a pill that’s
taken just once daily.
It does not require a
prescription.

The active ingredients
are patented natural ex-
tracts.

Research shows that
as we get older, the
muscles which surround
the bladder weaken. This
is caused by hormonal
changes in the body that
causes the muscles to
atrophy and weaken.

When they become
too small and weak,
they cannot seal your
bladder shut, which
causes leaking, accidents,
among other incontinence
symptoms.

It also prevents your
bladder from fully emp-
tying, which can result in
persistent bacterial infec-
tions and UTIs.

UriVarx’s™ active in-
gredient targets the mus-
cles around the bladder,
making them stronger.
Supporting ingredients in
UriVarx™ support kidney
function and overall uri-
nary health.

BLADDER
PROBLEMS GONE

With daily use, UriVarx™
can restore strong bladder
control and help users
overcome leakage without
the negative side effects
or interactions associated
with drugs.

Leakage sufferers can
now put an end to the
uncontrollable urges, the
embarrassing accidents,
and enjoy an entirely
new level of comfort and
confidence.

HOW TO GET
URIVARX IN
MONTANA

This is the official release
of UriVarx™ in Montana.
As such, the company is
offering a special discount-
ed supply to anyone suf-
fering from bladder issues
who calls within the next
48 hours.

A special hotline
number and discounted
pricing has been created
for all Montana residents.
Discounts will be available
starting today at 6:00AM
and will automatically be
applied to all callers.

Your Toll-Free Hotline
number is 1-800-954-0188
and will only be open for
the next 48 hours. Only a
limited discounted supply
of UriVarx™ is currently
available in your region.

THESE STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FDA. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE, OR

PREVENT ANY DISEASE. RESULTS MAY VARY.CONSULT YOUR PHYSICIAN BEFORE TAKING THIS SUPPLEMENT. URIVARX IS NOT A DRUG.

Overall, the UriVarx™
group experienced:

• 56% Reduction in
Urge Incontinence

• 66% Reduction in
Stress Incontinence

• 61% Reduction in
Urgency

• 33% Reduction in
Frequency

• 46% Reduction in
Nighttime Bathroom
Trips

Could a Pill Really Replace Adult Diapers?
Researchers Seem to Think So. A recent study
found that the new pill, Urivarx, led to a significant
decrease in diaper and pad use.
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